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1. Title- Preparation and distribution of notebooks through paper waste
Objective
The aim of this practice was to make the optimum use of the paper partially used by the students
as well as the office workers. It was also intend to sensitize the stockholders towards the use of paper
adopting ecologically sustainable practices the practices. The practice also helped the spread on and
trades on and around the campus the legitimacy o of the document on used papers. It encouraged and
gave to the students. It develops a sense of learning, earning through the waste. Now waste was not waste.
ContextEvery academic year begins with the use of paper. The office, the staff members, the admission process
the job of ----- list etc. are using paper on a large scale. The college correspondence with University,
government offices and even the notebooks of the students, assignment, books of every student every year
create a huge hip of paper waste. Still we are enough sensible regarding the use of paper which is not
only costly but also affects our environment. Number of printings of papers, question papers and answer
sheets in a college examination is common source of paper waste.
We have the system of economic audit and power audit but no paper audit in school or colleges.
Hundreds of reams of paper are used by students and teacher and office workers. In such cases only one
side of paper is used for writing or printing and the other side of paper side remains unused. All the
assignments books of students kept aside has a record for the three years. And many times it is either
destroyed or sold. But this year with the help of N.S.S coordinator we worked for this practice. The used
assignments books one side printed papers from office and library were collected. And all paper was
sorted out with the help of NSS volunteers and one side plank for papers where collected and all the
students prepare a small notebooks for the waste. All these notebooks where distributed among the needy
students as well as poor and needy students of Melghat rural villages in our college visit to Melghat.
In a way the institution has saved the waste of both natural resources and money. We feel that
this one is a small attempt toward the safety and conservation of our environment.

2. Title-Distribution of educational things to students of ‘Melghat’

Goal: Meet and exceed the institutional vision and mission to inculcate among students the
social empowerment.
Objective
Every institute aims to implement innovative practices. But while doing so we feel that
‘there is a need of sharing’. And this sharing attribute must be the quality also among the
students. We have to inculcate that attribute slowly but steadily among the faculty member and
students, who are the pillars of the society. This future generation must have that sensitivity of
mind when he will be projected among such people, who are deprived off educational needy
things, to make themselves more social and sensitive in the life.
Practice
Our institution has made practice to visit the most remote area of ‘Melghat’ (Tribal area
in Vidarbha of Maharashtra) and enjoy a day, among those people, students and children who are
really deprived off social and educational needy things.
No doubt, our poor help is not going to transform or upgrade their social status but as we
are concerned about our sons and students about education, we did make it a grand resolution to
upgrade their educational standard by ‘sharing educational kits’ to those needy students.
Since the area is very remote, most of the students are not able to go to schools and most
of them cannot afford it. So this year our institution has made a different plan. We visited the
village ‘Lavada’ with educational kits and distributed among these students books, notebooks,
slates, pens and pencils. Apart from it, we also shared some picture-books and our experiences
with those little ones.
The success of this practice or project maybe less in percentage but the graf of happiness
and joy, which we saw on faces of those little ones, is really higher than the number of students
in the project. The number will defiantly increase in the coming years.
Problems1. Less number of students.
2. Parents not serious about their education.

